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A Concise History of the World 2015-09-23
a concise history of the world from the paleolithic to the present telling the story of humans as producers and reproducers

A Concise History of India 2002
two distinguished historians barbara metcalf and thomas metcalf come together to write a new and accessible account of modern
india the narrative which charts the history of india from the mughals through the colonial encounter and independence to the
present day challenges imperialist notions of an unchanging and monolithic india bounded by tradition and religious hierarchies
instead the book reveals a complex society which is constantly transforming and reinventing itself in response to political and
social challenges the book is beautifully composed and richly illustrated it will be essential reading for anyone who wants to
understand india her turbulent past and her present uncertainties

A Concise History of Greece 2002-06-20
this book provides a concise illustrated introduction to the history of modern greece with a new final chapter about greek
history and politics to the present day 56 illustrations 10 maps

A Concise History of Italy 1994-04-21
a concise history of italy from the fall of the roman empire in the west to the present day

A Concise History of the French Revolution 2008
this concise yet rich introduction to the french revolution explores the origins development and eventual decline of a movement
that defines france to this day through an accessible chronological narrative sylvia neely explains the complex events
conflicting groups and rapid changes that characterized this critical period in french history she traces the fundamental
transformations in government and society that forced the french to come up with new ways of thinking about their place in the
world ultimately leading to liberalism conservatism terrorism and modern nationalism written with clarity and nuance this work
will be an engaging and rewarding exploration for all readers interested in france and revolutionary history
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A Concise History of Sweden 1985
a concise history of the caribbean presents a general history of the caribbean islands from the beginning of human settlement
about seven thousand years ago to the present it narrates processes of early human migration the disastrous consequences of
european colonization the development of slavery and the slave trade the extraordinary profits earned by the plantation economy
the great revolution in haiti movements toward political independence the cuban revolution and the diaspora of caribbean people
written in a lively and accessible style yet current with the most recent research the book provides a compelling narrative of
caribbean history essential for students and visitors

A Concise History of the Caribbean 2010-12-13
this book provides a clear and informative guide to the twists and turns of german history from the early middle ages to the
present day the multi faceted problematic history of the german lands has provided a wide range of debates and differences of
interpretation mary fulbrook provides a crisp synthesis of a vast array of historical material and explores the
interrelationships between social political and cultural factors in the light of scholarly controversies first published in
1990 a concise history of germany now appears in an updated second edition

A Concise History of Germany 2004-02-19
engaging history of the rich cultural social and political life of spain from prehistoric times to the present

A Concise History of Spain 2010-07
in a second edition of their successful concise history of modern india barbara metcalf and thomas metcalf explore india s
modern history afresh and update the events of the last decade these include the takeover of congress from the seemingly
entrenched hindu nationalist party in 2004 india s huge advances in technology and the country s new role as a major player in
world affairs from the days of the mughals through the british empire and into independence the country has been transformed by
its institutional structures it is these institutions which have helped bring about the social cultural and economic changes
that have taken place over the last half century and paved the way for the modern success story despite these advances poverty
social inequality and religious division still fester in response to these dilemmas the book grapples with questions of caste
and religious identity and the nature of the indian nation
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A Concise History of Modern India 2006-09-28
in world history history of islam is a glorious chapter in fact muslim history involves the history of the islamic faith as a
religion and as a social institution through various periods islam made many a long stride and its influence spread far off
over the globe apart from religion muslims made considerable contribution in areas like philosophy literature arts law economy
science medicine and commerce etc at the academic level muslim philosophers educationists and experts of islamic law have made
great contributions the evolution of islam has impacted the political economic and military history of an enormous geographical
region a century after the demise of prophet muhammad pbuh the islamic empire extended from the atlantic ocean in the west to
central asia in the east islamic civilization gave rise to many centers of culture and science and produced notable
philosophers scientists astronomers mathematicians doctors and nurses during the golden age of islam in today s world islam is
one of the major religions and perhaps there is hardly any corner of the world where muslims are not found history of islam is
a vast subject here it is in a concise form this modest work a comprehensive book in one cover is an effort in the direction of
recording the history of islam in nutshell authentically this excellent book is an asset for all scholars and academics in all
spheres of learning

A Concise History of Russia 1972
accessible to students tourists and general readers alike this book provides a broad overview of russian history since the
ninth century paul bushkovitch emphasizes the enormous changes in the understanding of russian history resulting from the end
of the soviet union in 1991 since then new material has come to light on the history of the soviet era providing new
conceptions of russia s pre revolutionary past the book traces not only the political history of russia but also developments
in its literature art and science bushkovitch describes well known cultural figures such as chekhov tolstoy and mendeleev in
their institutional and historical contexts though the 1917 revolution the resulting soviet system and the cold war were a
crucial part of russian and world history bushkovitch presents earlier developments as more than just a prelude to bolshevik
power

Concise History of Islam 2011-09-14
of the people a concise history of the united states not only tells the history of america of its people and places of its
dealings and ideals but it also unfolds the story of american democracy carefully marking how this country s evolution has been
anything but certain from its complex beginnings to its modern challenges this comprehensive survey focuses on the social and
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political lives of people some famous some ordinary revealing the compelling story of america s democracy from an individual
perspective from across the landscapes of diverse communities and ultimately from within the larger context of the world the
concise edition tells the same great story but with fewer words and images maintaining the structure the features and maps of
the comprehensive edition this concise version has been thoughtfully condensed paragraphs now contain trimmed sentences and a
reduced number of examples thus leaving the book s core content and compelling narrative unchanged

A Concise History of Russia 2011-12-05
styles cubism futurism dada surrealism painters picasso kandinsky klee

Of the People 2010-04-22
this text is the fruit of a lifetime spent in the study and tactics of war by the author lord montgomery he takes account of
the human factor in war and permeates the text with his particular and well remembered idiosyncrasies

A Concise History of the United States 1990-02-01
excerpt from a concise history of ireland without descending to childish phraseology i have done my best to make the language
so simple and plain that any child can understand it who is able to read english with facility my constant aim has been to make
the book easy to read and easy to understand about the publisher forgotten books publishes hundreds of thousands of rare and
classic books find more at forgottenbooks com this book is a reproduction of an important historical work forgotten books uses
state of the art technology to digitally reconstruct the work preserving the original format whilst repairing imperfections
present in the aged copy in rare cases an imperfection in the original such as a blemish or missing page may be replicated in
our edition we do however repair the vast majority of imperfections successfully any imperfections that remain are
intentionally left to preserve the state of such historical works

A Concise History of Modern Painting 1974
this is an authoritative history of the twelve years of the third reich from its political takeover of january 30 1939 to the
german capitulation in may 1945
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A Concise History of Warfare 2000
a concise history of albania charts the history of albania and its people within their balkan and european contexts it shows
the country s journey from its ancient past still shrouded in mystery and controversy through its difficult transition from a
particularly brutal form of communism to an evolving form of democracy and a market economy bernd fischer and oliver schmitt
challenge some of the traditional narratives concerning the origins of the albanians and the relations between albanians and
their balkan neighbours this authoritative and up to date single volume history analyses the political social economic and
cultural developments which led to the creation of the albanian state and the modern nation as well as albania s more recent
experience with authoritarianism war and communism it greatly contributes to our understanding of the challenges facing
contemporary albanians as well as the issues confronting the region as a whole as it attempts to grapple with one of the last
remaining significant ethnic issues in the balkans

A Concise History of Ireland (Classic Reprint) 2017-11-21
australia is the last continent to be settled by europeans but it also sustains a people and a culture tens of thousands of
years old for much of the past 200 years the newcomers have sought to replace the old with the new this book tells how they
imposed themselves on the land and brought technology institutions and ideas to make it their own it relates the advance from
penal colony to a prosperous free nation and illustrates how in a nation created by waves of newcomers the search for binding
traditions has long been frustrated by the feeling of rootlessness this revised edition incorporates the most recent historical
research and contemporary historical debates on frontier violence between european settlers and aborigines and the stolen
generations it covers the sydney olympics the refugee crisis and the pacific solution more than ever before australians draw on
the past to understand their future

A Concise History of the Third Reich 2007-12-17
highlighting the key events ideas and individuals that shaped modern europe this lively book provides a concise history of the
continent from the enlightenment to the present day drawing on the enduring theme of revolution david s mason explores the
political economic and scientific causes and consequences of revolution the development of human rights and democracy and
issues of european identity and integration he deliberately avoids a detailed chronology of every country and time period
instead emphasizing the most crucial events in shaping contemporary europe fourteen focused chapters address such topical
issues as the enlightenment the french revolution and napoleon the industrial revolution the theories and impact of marx and
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darwin the revolutions of 1848 1917 and 1989 the unifications of germany and italy european imperialism the two world wars the
cold war the evolution and expansion of the european union and current issues confronting europe any reader who wants to view
the broad sweep of european history will find this book an engaging narrative supplemented with maps timelines sidebars photos
and a glossary

A Concise History of Albania 2022-09-29
afghanistan literature is world s greatest and richest without afghan literature no european german french spanish or english
literature would exist today the vedas zoroastrian and buddhist among the oldest known literature of afghanistan originating
from the great capital of bactria present day balkh and aria present day herat sanskrit is the reference to the original
history of afghanistan the saxon europeans influence during the great games of the mid nineteenth century affected the afghan
language religion and territories size which previously had extended from india to north africa at 2 6 million square
kilometers the great games continued at any cost evolving into present day conflicts of 2013

A Concise History of Australia 2004-08-24
this book describes the most important events and people in jewish history from abraham to the present day in a very concise
accessible way these read bites include up to date essays discussing the impact of 9 11 the iraq war muslim fundamentalism and
rise of european anti semitism on the jewish people

A Concise History of Modern Europe 2022-06-29
when the british occupied the tiny island of hong kong during the first opium war the chinese empire was well into its decline
while great britain was already in the second decade of its legendary imperial century from this collision of empires arose a
city that continues to intrigue observers melding chinese and western influences hong kong has long defied easy categorization
john m carroll s engrossing and accessible narrative explores the remarkable history of hong kong from the early 1800s through
the post 1997 handover when this former colony became a special administrative region of the people s republic of china the
book explores hong kong as a place with a unique identity yet also a crossroads where chinese history british colonial history
and world history intersect carroll concludes by exploring the legacies of colonial rule the consequences of hong kong s
reintegration with china and significant developments and challenges since 1997
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A Concise History of Afghanistan in 25 Volumes 2013-10
this remarkably broad and informative book offers an introduction to and overview of world literature tracing the term from its
earliest roots and situating it within a number of relevant contexts from postcolonialism to postmodernism this book is the
ideal guide to an increasingly popular and important term in literary studies it is accessible and engaging and will be
invaluable to students of world literature comparative literature translation and postcolonial studies and anyone with an
interest in these or related topics

A Concise History of Ancient Greece to the Close of the Classical Era 1973
presents an account of chinese history from prehistoric times through the post revolution era

A Concise History of the Jewish People 2005
the massive size of the original six volume history of woman suffrage has likely limited its impact on the lives of the women
who benefitted from the efforts of the pioneering suffragists by collecting miscellanies like state suffrage reports and
speeches of every sort without interpretation or restraint the set was often neglected as impenetrable in their concise history
of woman suffrage mari jo buhle and paul buhle have revitalized this classic text by carefully selecting from among its best
material the eighty two chosen documents now including interpretative introductory material by the editors give researchers
easy access to material that the original work s arrangement often caused readers to ignore or to overlook the volume contains
the work of many reform agitators among them angelina grimké lucy stone carrie chapman catt charlotte perkins gilman anna
howard shaw jane addams sojourner truth and victoria woodhull as well as elizabeth cady stanton susan b anthony matilda joslyn
gage and ida husted harper

A Concise History of Hong Kong 2007-06-07
the second edition of a concise history of brazil features a new chapter that covers the critical time period from 1990 to the
present focusing on brazil s increasing global economic importance as well as its continued democratic development
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The Routledge Concise History of World Literature 2013-03
a concise history of china is a succinct account of china s 4 000 year recorded history its carefully selected material and
scholarly analyses are designed for foreign readers with little previous knowledge of chinese history the authors are three
eminent historians jian bozan 1898 1968 head of the history department beijing university who wrote the chapters on the early
period shao xunzheng 1909 73 head of the history department qinghua university who contributed the section on modern history
and hu hua head of the department of history of the chinese communist party chinese people s university who wrote about the
contemporary period

A Concise History of China 1999
a chronology of world history ranges from the dawn of humankind to the present day examining important events milestones ideas
and personalities that occurred simultaneously in different regions of the world

The Concise History of Woman Suffrage 2005
in its first spanish edition herbert klein s a concise history of bolivia won immediate acceptance within bolivia as the new
standard history of this important nation surveying bolivia s economic social cultural and political evolution from the arrival
of early man in the andes to the present this current version brings the history of this society up to the present day covering
the fundamental changes which have occurred since the national revolution of 1952 and the return of democracy in 1982 these
changes have included the introduction of universal education and the rise of the mestizos and indian populations to political
power for the first time in national history containing an updated bibliography a concise history of bolivia remains an
essential text for courses in latin american history and politics

A Concise History of Brazil 2014-08-11
this update to barbara hanningÕs concise survey aligns it with the eighth edition of the norton anthology of western music and
supports your students with a more robust media package new resources include audio timelines tutorials to help build music
history skills and adaptive activities to reinforce concepts
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A Concise History of the Law of Nations 1954
this book offers a comprehensive thousand year history of the land people society culture and economy of hungary from its
nebulous origins in the ural mountains to the 1988 elections it tells above all the thrilling story of a people who became a
great power in the region and then fought against and were invaded by ottomans germans and soviets the hungarian people
preserved nevertheless a continuous individuality through their ural born language and a specifically hungaro european culture

A Concise History of China 2001-03
text references p 279 282 bibliography p 283 285

A Concise History of Ancient Institutions, Inventions, and Discoveries in Science and
Mechanic Art 1823
this is the only book you need in order to comprehend the complexities of the modern middle east unlike most writing on the
arab israeli conflict how israel was lion is a balanced well researched and insightful chronicle of israel in the twentieth
century baylis thomas s concise history synthesizes for the general reader the vast number of historical studies and recently
declassified documents from the united states and israel to create a sophisticated and completely original interpretation of
this conflict the narrative reveals the complex story behind israel s founding its early struggle for survival and its
movements toward reconciliation with its arab neighbors thomas also investigates the critical roles played by great britain
france the soviet union and the united states and he explores the political and psychological attitudes of the protagonists and
of the international community how israel was won is the most current and most accessible account of the arab israeli conflict
written to date to understand the events behind tonight s breaking news in the middle east read this book

National Geographic Concise History of the World 2006

A Concise History of Bolivia 2003-02-03
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Concise History of Western Music 2020-07-01

A Concise History of Hungary 2001-04-30

A Concise History of Modern Sculpture 1964

How Israel was Won 1999

A Concise History of Slovakia 2000
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